The Seattle Latino Film Festival (SLFF) celebrates the art and entertainment of Latin
American cinema.
Our goal is to bring audiences and filmmakers together for an educational experience and
to support the magic of film making as a part of Hispanic culture globally.
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Aquí estamos otra vez, creando puentes. Por
un 4to año la ciudad esmeralda, segunda
casa, segunda patria para muchos de
nosotros, recibe al cine de latinoamerica
y no latinoamericano, porque así es la
América Latina de colores, lenguas y
costumbres, donde otros continentes se
hacen uno con el nuestro, en Octubre
donde celebramos la Hispanidad y con
ello todo lo que compartimos.
Brazil, país central en esta fiesta anual,
llega acompañado de su magnífico cine,
22 naciones incluídas en nuestro programa,
como México, en el que celebraremos su comida
ya reconocida como patrimonio de la Humanidad,
Guatemala, Argentina, Cuba, Chile, Venezuela que con su
Día naranja haremos homenaje a las madres, Israel que mezcla lo multicultural y
bilingüista, España, los latinos Made in USA. Más de 7 idiomas, todos conectados
con nuestras vidas, más de 15 géneros cinematográficos, exhibidos en todos los
formatos audiovisuales, en 8 diferentes salas, en Seattle, Kirkland y Redmond,
además de invitados muy especiales, todo esto es el Seattle Latino Film Festival
2012 del 5 al 14. Un regalo de los latinos a esta ciudad.
La gratitud nos hace grande y por ello damos gracias a nuestros patrocinadores
y colaboradores. Gracias inmensa a los amigos, sin ustedes el Seattle Latino
Film Festival sería solamente un hermoso sueño. Al Staff del festival, totalmente
voluntario, valga lo redundante, a los voluntarios que se han unido semanas
atrás para estar ahora aquí en cada rincón de nuestra presencia por 10 días. A
todos un infinito gracias!
Disfruten del festival y nos volvemos a ver en el 2013.
Jorge Enrique Gonzalez-Pacheco
Co-Founder
Executive & Programming Director
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First of all, thank you for attending SLFF 2012
and joining us for our fourth year of bringing
innovative Latino film to Seattle. Without
you, there would be no festival to be had, so
we appreciate your support. And before I
say anything else, I just want to thank our
sponsors. SLFF is completely volunteerrun and we rely on our sponsors to do
anything and everything. Thank you so
much, because without you, this festival
would look very different and probably
have fewer galas.
Actually, SLFF came to exist in response
to Seattle’s unfortunate dearth of events that
cater to and create a community for all Latinos. As
a native of Los Angeles, at first, it was something of a
culture shock to pay $7 for queso fresco and to see corner
markets with signs only in English. I wanted to find in Seattle
a space that welcomed and celebrated all kinds of Latino
culture. It was wonderful to get involved with SLFF because
not only do we strive to represent as diverse a ‘Latino’ community as
possible, but we are also open to any person from any background or ethnicity.
Ours is a project for everyone, so that we, as Seattlites, can appreciate life from
a Latino point-of-view. This year, we pay homage to Brazil, and hope to inspire
patrons with the country’s lyrical language and strong character.
There is hope for Seattle, yet. The Hispanic population in Washington State is
growing and SLFF will be here, celebrating this fact and bringing all of Seattle
together with films that few of us would ever see otherwise. That, and queso
fresco is now closer to $6.
Grab a friend and your passport and join us this year somewhere between
Brazil and Israel.

Andrea Delgado
Program and Operations Manager

The Seattle Latino Film Festival comes
to your small screen! Our supporters in
Redmond will be able to watch two films on
Redmond City TV, in the comfort of their
own home.

Wednesday, October 10th
Redmond City TV

Wednesday, October 10th
Redmond City TV

Saturday October 13th
KCTS 9 Studios
Presented by Luis Gonzalez Placencia,
President of the Human Rights Commission
of Mexico City.

84 mins | Portuguese and Italian with
English subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Family & Drama), Brazil-2011
Director: Andre Ristum
Stars: Rodrigo Santoro, Cauã
Reymond, and Débora Falabella
Synopsis: Marcos and Thiago are
brothers with a broken relationship.
Marcos lives in Europe where he
leads a life full of propriety. Thiago
lives in Brazil and spends his time
wasting his father’s money on
nights, booze and women. After
their father dies, they are faced
with astonishing news: their father
had another daughter, a mentally
disturbed girl, who has lived in a
private mental institute all her life.
This new reality leads the brothers
into new experiences, forcing

them to confront totally new and
unexpected situations, which lead to
a new and important understanding
between them. Meu País, which has
been celebrated for direction, acting,
music, and editing in Brazil.

Seattle Art Museum
84 mins | French and Spanish with
English subtitles
Northwest Coast Premiere
(Art- Biography / Documentary),
UK/ Costa Rica/Nicaragua/France/
USA/-2011
Director: Domininc Allan
Stars: Jean Marc Calvet
Synopsis: Never believe you’ve played
your last hand... French painter Jean
Marc Calvet recounts his incredible
life story as a street kid turned Cannes
bodyguard who abandoned his family,
robbed a Miami mobster, hid out
in Central America and at the age
of 38 overcame addictions through
an extraordinary metamorphosis in

which he began to paint. That was
seven years ago. Now his intricate
paintings sell for five figures, but he
remains desperate to reconcile with his
son he left behind.

21 min. | Spanish with English subtitles
Special Screening
(Sport Documentary), USA-2012
Director: Josh Taft
Star: Santa Maria Rivera
Synopsis: A Most Improbable Life: An
inspirational journey of a man, a ball
and the beautiful game" documents
the life of Santa Maria Rivera, a
Mexican immigrant, who came to
the US as a young boy, eventually
becoming the first in his family to
graduate from high school, and

90 min. | Spanish with English
subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Sport, Family & Drama), Spain,
México, Colombia-2011
Director: Roberto Santiago
Stars: Óscar Casas, Carla Campra,
Fergus Riordan, Demián Bichir, Ana
Claudia Talancón, Antonio Resines,
Fernando Tejero, Ernesto Alterio

fulfilling his dreams of attending
college and playing professional soccer.

Synopsis: For the first time in the
history of football, a world-class
selection of stars will play against a
world-class selection of children! The
match is to help raise funds for the
victims of an earthquake in Africa.
Ivan, an eleven-year-old boy, is picked
to play on the team because of his
athletic ability, but his arch enemy is
also picked and will not only compete
with him on the field but also for the
affection of the love of his life, Paula.

87 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
(Comedy/Woman/ Romance),
Venezuela/Colombia/Argentina-2009
Director: Alejandra Szeplaki
Stars: Martín Borisenko, Martina
García, and Bernarda Pagés
Synopsis: Three women from
different cities in Latin America, they
simultaneously face the same challenge:
an unexpected pregnancy. They do
not know each other, but a golden and
invisible thread links their lives.

95 mins | Spanish with English subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Comedy), Mexico-2011 Director:
Patricia Martinez
Stars: Jesus Ochoa, Carmen Beato,
Diana Garcia, Giovana Fuentes,
Camila Risser
Synopsis: Rodolfo Guerra is tired
of being mistreated by his wife and
daughters. He feels they see him as a
necessary evil; they need the money he
brings home but otherwise he mostly
gets in their way. So one morning,
Rodolfo wakes up and decides not
to go to work. It takes just that one
day to break the family routine and

open Rodolfo’s eyes to see himself as
a stranger in his own home. Knowing
that he is risking his job, Rodolfo takes
action to detangle the intrigues and lies
which he has been living with, going
deeper and deeper to discover the truth.

4 mins | Spanish with English subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Short-Documentary)
Spain/USA-2012
Director: Francisco Guijarro
Synopsis: In California, the state with
more Mexican immigrants, there’s a
cuisine that has a deeper meaning.

107 mins | Spanish and English with
English subtitles
*Film Director Attending
Northwest Coast Premiere
(Musical-Drama), USA/Mexico-2012
Director: Tom Gustafson
Stars: Shawn Ashmore, Martha
Higareda, Kate Burton, Lila Down,
Adriana Barraza
Synopsis: A stifled, small-town
man stuck in a dead end life, runs
away to Mexico to be a mariachi
singer. MARIACHI GRINGO is a
musical tour-de-force exploring the
reality of “following your dreams”
across cultural, personal, social and
geographical borders.

93 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Drama), Ecuador/Colombia-2011
Director: Sebastian Cordero
Stars: Andrés Crespo and María
Cecilia Sánchez
Synopsis: Blaquito is thirty years old
and lives with his mother in El Matal,
a small fishing village on the coast of
Ecuador. One day, the beach turns up
filled with cocaine packets. Blanquito,
along with his friend Lorna, decide to
travel to Guayaquil, where people will

pay five times more per package. Little
does Blanquito realize that in the days
that follow he will be staring at death
in the eye and losing his head for love.

95 mins | Spanish and English with
English subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Woman-Drama), Puerto Rico-2011
Director: Sonia Fritz
Stars: Lymari Nadal, Yancey Arias,
Yareli Arismendi, Talia Rothenberg,
Edward James Olmos, Tony Plana
Synopsis: While the setting of her
Caribbean beach village seems pictureperfect, America’s life is anything
but peaceful. When their daughter
runs away, America’s abusive lover
unleashes his rage against her. Leaving
everything behind, America escapes
to New York City hoping for a new
life. There she works as a nanny for
a wealthy family and at night in a
laundry. She befriends three nannies
-a Mexican, a Colombian and a
Dominican- and with their help and

support from relatives in the Bronx,
America is determined to bring her
daughter back to her. But her past
haunts her. America must confront her
terror to protect her dream.

3 mins | Short film based on a real story
Uruguay, México and Argentina -2011
Director: Hernán Goette
Synopsis: Marcelo is a Mexican
immigrant who, in order to make a
living, had to move away from his wife
and daughter in who live in Puebla,

Mexico. Away from his home, he copes
with the loneliness that their absence
creates. He thinks often of the day
that he will see them again. He works
as a street clown giving happiness to
those he meets in Seattle’s “Pike Place
Market,” a place where many unique
street performers can be found.

85 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles

Synopsis: It all begins when
Grandpa Yólotl disappears. Matías,

Claudio, Pato, Katy and loyal dog
Duke uncover signs that will lead
them to a great adventure, facing
unimaginable creatures, astonishing
characters – that once belonged to an
ancient civilization, and a couple of
rogue treasure hunters. The promise
of their grandfather is the force that
will guide these heroes, ready for
anything, provided they always stay
together and discover the secret of
the jade medallion.

Short-film

mother to risk her own freedom by
sneaking a cell phone into jail for him.
Muritiba takes us on a grim tour of
Brazil’s penitentiarie.

(Children’s animation), Mexico-2012
Director: Rodolfo Guzmán, Leopoldo
Aguilar
Stars: Adriana Barraza, Arath de la
Torre, Eleazar Gómez, Esteban Siller,
Irving Corona, and Marcela Guirado

15 mins Portugues with English
subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Drama), Brazil, 2011
Director: Aly Muritiba
Stars: Andrew Knoll and Eloina
Duvoisin
Synopsis: A prisoner persuades his

15 mins | English
(Drama) USA, 2011
Director: Ben Andrews
Stars: Rodrigo DeMedeiros, Siolo
Thompson, Stephanie Hilbert, and
James Lyle
Synopsis: A young photographer meets
the starlet of his dreams on the night
that will change their lives.

20 mins | Spanish with English subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Short-Documentary), Spain, 2011
Director: Alberto Blanco
Star: Fernando Fernandez
Synopsis: ‘CriterioH’ is the stage name
of Fernando Fernandez, a 23 year-old
guy who fights to find his place in the
world of rap. His 150 kilos have turned
him, since he was a little boy, in subject
of any kind of jokes, insults and abuses.
Criteria faces all this stepping up to stage
to compete in freestyle battles using
his own limitations as a weapon and
confronting some traumas of the past.

103 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Drama, Adventure, Family),
Guatemala-2011
* Movie director attending
Director: Veronica Ridel
Stars: Giacomo Buonafina, Carolina
Cuervo, and Juan Diego Rodriguez
Synopsis: FONSI is an apparently
privileged 12 year old boy. As we get
to know his dysfunctional family, his
world begins to crumble in a matter of
hours. Due to a series of unexpected
events, each character changes
drastically, facing a crude reality.

90 mins | Portuguese with English
subtitles

Stars: Wagner Moura, Lima Duarte,
and Mariana Lima

Seattle Premiere

Synopsis: A man who has put his
career ahead of everything else in life
learns the value of family when his son
goes missing.

(Drama/Family), Brazil-2012
Director: Luciano Moura

110 mins | Hebrew and Spanish with
English subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Drama-Comedy), Israel-2011
Director: Yohanan Weller
Stars: Angel Bonani, Dan Deutsch ,
Guy Kapulnik, Angelica Maria, and
Angelica Vale
Synopsis: Vicky (Angelica Vale) travels
to Israel dressed as a nun to find her
estranged husband, who is an illegal salsa
dancing teacher in Tel Aviv. On her way
there she meets Yoni (Angel Bonanni), a
shy University professor who helps her
go through Israeli customs.

25 mins | Spanish with English subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Short-film/Gay & Lesbian Comedy),
Venezuela/Spain/USA-2012
Director: Francisco Lupini
Stars: Soledad López, Joaquina
Nuñez, Francisco Huergo, Inma
Heredia, Francisco Fuertes, and
Miguel Belmonte

Synopsis: “The Empty Nest” is an
Almodovar-ian comedy that follows
Montse, a single mother and sex
therapist, whose neurotic personality
perpetuates a disconnect in her
profession and with her son, Andres.
After Montse hears that her son is
fighting with his girlfriend from their
sharp-tongued maid, Montse discovers
a personal picture of a mammoth male
member on her son’s computer that
she believes to be him.

80 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
West Coast Premiere
(Drama), Chile-2010
Director: Matias Lira
Stars: Eusebio Arena, Diego Ruiz,
Isidora Urrejola, and Jaime McManus
Synopsis: Three theater students,
influenced by a professor and French
theorist Antonin Artaud’s acting
technique, begin to experiment with
their own lives, searching for real
emotions and situations to bring
onto the stage. Their obsession with
becoming better actors leads them
to their darkest sides, surpassing
boundaries that neither they nor their
teachers could ever imagine.

107 mins | Basque with English
subtitles
Kirkland Premiere
(Drama/Black Comedy), Spain-2011
Director: Telmo Esnal
Stars: Nagore Arambu, Joxen
Bengoetxea, and Moserrat Carulla
Synopsis: In this hilarious black
comedy, Maritxu, a harried and
highly-strung Basque woman, is
becoming exhausted by the demands
of her elderly mother Mari. Maritxu
won’t hear of putting her in a nursing
home, so her husband takes her on a
vacation and conspires to have Mari
taken to the home by his daughter
Miren and son-in-law Kintxo. The
plan backfires when Mari runs
away. Kintxo tracks her down at a
luxury hotel and has to take her into

his home. The old lady is a terror,
manipulative and vindictive, so he
starts to consider a drastic solution.

113 mins | Portuguese with English
subtitles
Northwest Coast Premiere
(Drama), Portugal-2011
Director: João Canijo
Stars: Rafael Morais, Nuno Lopes,
Rita Blanco, Teresa Tavares, and
Beatriz Batarda
Synopsis: A regular family living
in the outskirts of Lisbon sees the
serenity of their lives shaken beyond
any remedy within a week.

36 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
Washington State Premiere
(Short-film/Comedy), Venezuela/
Spain/USA
Director: Francisco Lupini
Stars: Paula Roman, Soledad López,

and Miguel Belmonte
Synopsis: Acclaimed romance
novelist Helena Martin reunites with
her estranged mother, a famous film
star who abandoned her 15 years
ago, with plans of revealing she’s
written an autobiography about their
scarred lives together.

80 mins | Spanish, Quecha and
English with English subtitles
Kirkland Premier - (Drama), Peru/
USA-2011
Director: Josh Hyde
Stars: Guimel Soria Martinez, Nadia
Alexander, Alan Cuba, Megan Tusing,
Humberto Chaparro, Esidora Estrada
Bolanos, Ed Trucco , Annie Kozuch,
and William Huanca Pimac
Synopsis: “Postales” (Postcards) is a
multicultural story of innocence and
understanding despite the barriers of
language, poverty, cultural confusion
and a rapidly globalizing world. In the
streets of Cusco, Peru, the lives of an
American businessman and his family
become irreversibly intertwined
with those of a rural Peruvian family
struggling day to day to survive. As

90 mins | English and Spanish
Kirkland Premiere
(Drama) USA-2011
Director: Jonathan Ullman
Stars: Rayniel Rufino, Antonio Ortiz,
Raul Esparza, and Olga Merediz
Synopsis: Near the shadow of the
George Washington Bridge, a young
Dominican teenager is hunted by a
drug kingpin as his older brother must
fight for both their survival over the
course of a day in their Washington
Heights neighborhood of New York.

the construction of a new hotel is
finalized, both families are faced with
the realities of our shifting world and
the unexpected encounters that will
change them forever.

52 mins | Spanish and English with
English subtitles
Washington State Premiere
(Immigration-Documentary),
Guatemala-2011
Synopsis: After 30 years of war, a
difficult peace, migration, economic,
social and cultural upheaval, for her
new film Olivia Carrescia returns to
Todos Santos, to examine the changes

that have taken place. The Todos
Santeros now have cell phones, TV’s
and large cinderblock houses, but
are they better off? The civil strife
of the 1980’s ended in the official
Peace Accord of 1996, but left many
of the conflict’s underlying social
and economic problems unresolved.
As a result, Todos Santos grew and
prospered, becoming a commercial
hub in the northwestern mountains of
Guatemala.

81 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
Redmond Premiere
(Musical-Documentary), Dominican
Republic/Cuba-2010
Synopsis: “100 Sones Cubanos” follows
the popularity and dissemination of
the “son” musical tradition throughout
Cuba. Using academic experts and
man-on-the-street interviews, the film
traces the familial and regional roots
of this song style around the country
and beyond. It’s very authentic, and
therefore it has been internationalized.

6:30 p.m. Redmond City TV

74 mins | Portuguese with English
subtitles
Washington State Premiere
(Drama-Romance), Brazil/2011
Director: Marcio de Lemos
Cast: Felipe Kannenberg & Patricia
Pichamone
Synopsis: The film takes us into the

dreaming head of Ana. In the dream,
she meets Julio, 10 years after their
separation and one day before his
move to Norway. An invitation from
Julio takes then on a nostalgic journey
through the city of São Paulo, visiting
hidden and well-known places they
used to enjoy years before. Places that
once nurtured their love and will now
help its rebirth. But who says we have
to accept what destiny presents to us.

92 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
Special Screening, dress up in Zombie
costumes!
(Horror/Comedy), Cuba/Spain-2011
Director: Alejandro Brugues
Stars: Alexis Díaz de Villegas, Jorge
Molina, and Andrea Duro
Synopsis: 50 years after the Cuban
Revolution, a new Revolution is
about to begin.

Free Special Screening
87 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
(Human Rights / Documentary),
Mexico-2008
Directed by : Roberto Hernández and
Geoffrey Smith
Synopsis: Two young Mexican
attorneys attempt to exonerate a
wrongly convicted man by making
a documentary. In the process, they
expose the contradictions of a judicial
system that presumes suspects guilty
until proven innocent.

105 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
Northwest Coast Premiere
Presented in conjunction with the
Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film Festival
at the Northwest Film Forum
(Gay & Lesbian), Argentina/
Spain-2011
Director: Javier Van de Couter
Stars: Camila Sosa Villada, Maite
Lanata, Rodrigo de la Serna, Naty
Menstrual, Rodolfo Prantte, and
Carlos Cano
Synopsis: Demure Ale makes a living
collecting and recycling rubbish in
Villa Rosa, a shantytown of gay and
trans people on the outskirts of Buenos
Aires. One day, she finds the diary of
Mía, a woman who committed suicide.
Compelled by her story, Ale becomes
determined to find the young daughter

Mía left behind and to return the diary.
Though the initial encounter with
the girl and her grief-stricken father
is rocky, Ale and the daughter form a
secret friendship. Featuring a luminous
performance by Camila Sosa Villada
as Ale, this is a heartwarming, gentle,
and deeply moving drama about the
healing power of love.

?
90 mins | Spanish with English
subtitles
Seattle Premiere
(Comedy/ Drama), Chile/ Argentina/
Mexico/USA/ Germany-2012
Director: Gonzalo Justiniano
Stars: Dulce Maria, Sergio Llard,
Cristian de la Fuente, Angelica Castro,
Carmen Salinas, and Steve Uzzell
Synopsis: Lupita, a young mexican girl,
runs away from her family who want
to commit her into a hospital. She will
start a journey that will take us into a
world that seems crazier than she is.
With her sensuality, innocence and
romanticism, Lupita invites us to think
that the world can be experienced in
other ways
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And most importantly our
festival audience!

A very heartfelt thank you to all of the
individuals, companies, and organizations that
supported SLFF in its fourth year. Without you,
this festival would not be possible!
Also to SLFF Staff, Microsoft Staff, Shoreline
Entertainment, Azteca America, Primer
Plano, Cats and Docs, Viva Golazo, Marriott
International Company, Kaxan Media Group...

